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Tuesday, June 20, 2017
At-A-Glance
8:00 - 8:30 am

REGISTRATION / PRE-SESSION COFFEE & NETWORKING

8:30 - 8:45 am

Welcome and Opening Remarks

8:45 - 10:15 am

GENERAL SESSION
Keynote Address: Michigan Personal Property Tax Reform Perspectives
– View from the Trenches – Manufacturers and Local Governments

10:15 - 10:30 am

BREAK (Sponsored by Duff & Phelps)

10:30 - 12 noon

GENERAL SESSION
Mergers and Acquisitions Across the Midwest

12:00 - 1:15 pm

LUNCH
(Concurrent Sessions)
1:15 - 2:00 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Michigan Personal Property Tax Phase Out
Sales Tax Update for Manufacturers in America’s Heartland
2:00-2:45 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Benefits of Appraisals in Midwestern States
Sales Tax Update for Manufacturers in America’s Heartland
(continued from 1:15 pm session)
2:45 - 3:30 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Valuation Trends in the Midwest
Mixed Transactions: The True Object Test and
Manufacturing: Where Does it Begin and End, a Midwest Look
3:30 - 3:45 PM BREAK

(Sponsored by Prolific Property Consultants)
3:45 - 4:30 PM

PROPERTY

Maintenance & Repair in Manufacturing Across Midwest States

SALES

Utilities Consumed in Production: The Need for Utility Studies
4:30 - 5:15 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Economic Obsolescence
Audit Documentation Challenges in Midwestern States
5:30 - 6:30 PM

Reception (Sponsored by Ryan)

Wednesday, June 21, 2017
At-A-Glance
7:45 - 8:15 am

PRE-SESSION COFFEE

8:15 - 9:05 am

GENERAL SESSION
Ethics

9:05 - 10:00 am

GENERAL SESSION
Abatements and Incentives: Midwest State Opportunities

10:00 - 10:15 am

BREAK (Sponsored by Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill Co., LPA)

10:15 - 11:00 am

GENERAL SESSION
Tax Innovation and Technology

11:00 - 12 noon

GENERAL SESSION
Pollution Control Exemptions in Midwest States

12:00 - 1:15 pm

LUNCH
(Concurrent Sessions)
1:15 - 2:00 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Best Approach to Value for Midwestern Manufacturers
Midwest Construction Contracts:
Manufacturing Exemption Pass-Through vs. Turnkey Projects
2:00 - 2:45 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Strategies in Working with Midwestern Assessors
Expanding into Direct to Consumer Sales
2:45 - 3:30 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Calculating Remaining Economic Life in the Heartland
Audit Sampling Methods & Trends
3:30 - 3:45 PM BREAK
3:45 - 4:30 PM

PROPERTY
SALES

Building Relationships with Assessors & the Community
Ultimate Remedies - Litigation Techniques

Program Ends

Tuesday, June 20th
General Sessions
8:00-8:30 am

REGISTRATION/PRE-SESSION
COFFEE

8:30-8:45 am

WELCOME/OPENING REMARKS

Committee Co-Chairs:
Vickie Hurst
Director, US Indirect Tax
LafargeHolcim
Dundee, MI
Randy A. Hilger, CMI, CPA, CMA
Principal
Transaction Tax
Ryan, LLC
St. Louis, MO

8:45-10:15 am

GENERAL SESSION

Keynote Address: Michigan
Personal Property Tax Reform
Perspectives – View from the
Trenches – Manufacturers and
Local Governments
Speakers:
Deena Bosworth
Director of Government Relations
Michigan Association of Counties
Lansing, MI

Mike Johnston
Vice President of
Government Affairs
Michigan Manufacturers Association
Lansing, MI
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10:15-10:30 am
BREAK
Sponsored by Duff & Phelps

10:30-12 noon

GENERAL SESSION

Mergers and Acquisitions Across
the Midwest
Given the rise in both corporate earnings
and the stock market over the past year, it
is no surprise that merger and acquisition
activity is once again on the uptick.
Given the increased focus on mergers and
acquisitions, or alternatively positioning
a company for future sale or expansion,
tax professionals serve a critical role.
Whether it’s lending assistance in
structuring the transaction, performing
due diligence, preserving or securing tax
benefits, and/or active involvement in
post-acquisition integration activities, a
tax professional’s insight and experience
can prove to be invaluable. Taxes of all
types can make a difference, including
incentives, valuations and EBITDA
impact. This session will provide an
overview of the M&A marketplace, on
a national level, and Midwest activity
as well as addressing transaction basics
including “traps for the unwary”. Specific
topics covered will include: (e.g., stock
v. asset) why (C corp, S corp and
partnership) selection matters in each
jurisdiction, critical due diligence aspects,
valuation and incentive considerations,
sales/use tax considerations, state filings
and notifications, nexus issues, reporting,

Tuesday

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
bulk sale/purchase considerations, and
structure simplification.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:

12 noon-1:15 pm
LUNCH

1:15-2:00 pm

•

Recognize the different M&A structuring opportunities and traps

•

Recognize specific opportunities to
enhance value via incentive valuation
considerations

Michigan Personal Property Tax
Phase Out

•

Identify and avoid due diligence
pitfalls

At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:

•

Identify pre and post-merger filing
obligations

•

•

Discuss and analyze recent state
developments

Explain the Michigan Eligible Manufacturing Personal Property (EMPP)
exemption and the requirements of
claimants

•

Address post-purchase integration
issues/opportunities

•

•

Identify the distinction between
business valuation, fair value, fair
market value, and purchase price
allocation

Identify best practices for managing
compliance and reporting requirements of the EMPP and Essential Services Assessment (ESA)

•

Prepare for potential audits, denials,
and challenges related to EMPP filings

•

Discuss the phase-in of the exemption
and future changes to policies and
procedures

•

Recognize importance of proper
assignment/transfer of credits and
incentives

Speakers:
Mark Perry, CAE
President
Perry & Co.
Ann Arbor, MI

Property Tax

Speaker:
Derek Girton
Senior Manager, Property Tax
Ryan, LLC
Detroit, MI

Robert S. Peters
Managing Director
Duff & Phelps
Chicago, IL
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Tuesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)

2:00-2:45 pm
Sales Tax
Sales Tax Update for Manufacturers
in America’s Heartland

Property Tax
Benefits of Appraisals in Midwest
States

This session will highlight new sales and
use tax developments around the Midwest
including new tax legislation, regulatory
and policy changes and case law rulings.

This session will focus on the long
term benefits of having an appraisal for
manufacturing properties that might
otherwise need repeated appeals year
after year. It is intended for manufacturing
properties, including an overview of
using the appraisal in conjunction with
the abilities to also apply economic and
functional obsolescence when present.
This session will educate participants
on using the cost approach and the sales
comparison approach and the limitations
of the income capitalization approach for
complex manufacturing properties.

At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Evaluate the impact of new tax
statutes passed by Midwestern
state legislatures on manufacturing
concerns

•

Summarize updates on regulatory
and policy positions promulgated by
Midwestern state revenue agencies

•

Apply recent administrative and court
case law decisions to their Midwest
operations

Speakers:
Fred DiIorio , Esq., CPA
Senior Tax Counsel - U.S. Indirect Tax
General Motors
Detroit, MI

Randy A. Hilger, CMI, CPA, CMA
Principal, Transaction Tax
Ryan, LLC
St. Louis, MO
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At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Distinguish if and when an appraisal
is warranted in comparison to the
assessed value

•

Differentiate between the three
approaches to value and the limitations
involved with each approach to value
for complex manufacturing properties

•

Determine whether the value is
capturing economic and functional
obsolescence properly

•

Negotiate the benefits of the appraisal
with the local assessing body

Tuesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
Speaker:
Bridget S. Albers, CMI
Director
Prolific Property Consultants
Chicago, IL

Sales Tax
Sales Tax Update for Manufacturers
in America’s Heartland
(continued from 1:15 session)
Speakers:
Fred DiIorio , Esq., CPA
Senior Tax Counsel - U.S. Indirect Tax
General Motors
Detroit, MI

Jim Payerle
Principal - Transaction Tax
Ryan, LLC
Cleveland, OH

2:45-3:30 pm
Property Tax
Valuation Trends in the Midwest
Manufacturing facilities have been a major contributor to states’ revenue since the
Model T was introduced in 1908. This session will explain and provide real life examples of how manufacturing facilities are
valued for both real and personal property
tax purposes. The speakers will specifically discuss the Midwest, but the impact
will most likely span the entire country.
They will conclude the presentation with
a “crystal ball” analysis on how value will
be impacted in the future.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify the differences in valuation
between manufacturing types

•

Recognize how to effectively determine the loss in value within manufacturing plants for both real and personal property tax

•

Determine the potential impacts
from a recent purchase of an existing
operation

•

Evaluate the impact the Trump
administration
may
have
on
Midwest manufacturing facilities
from a valuation perspective
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Tuesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
Speakers:
Ronald (“Skip”) Eberly Jr., MAI, CCIM
President
Principle Real Estate Group
Westerville, OH

Donald L. Lippert, Jr., CMI
Managing Director
Grant Thornton LLP
Chicago, IL

Sales Tax
Mixed Transactions:
The True Object Test &
Manufacturing: Where Does it
Begin and End, a Midwest Look
This breakout session will address two
topics that provide regular and continuing
challenges to manufacturers operating in
the Midwest:
•

Mixed transactions and application of
the true object test, and

•

Similarities and differences amongst
Midwestern states in manufacturing

Topics explored will include everyday
areas of complexity in determining
taxability of purchases and sales
transactions involving bundled goods and
services and the differing applications of
the True Object test as well as the varying
jurisdictional definitions of manufacturing
in the Midwest including common
complexities facing manufacturers today.
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At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Recall the latest “True Object” court
decisions as well as current and
pending legislative efforts to tax
mixed transactions

•

Identify current developments and
changes in the scope of what constitutes manufacturing

•

Summarize the latest legislative and
regulatory changes affecting the taxation of manufacturers in the Midwest

Speakers:
David J. Hobley, CMI
Indirect Tax Manager, Americas
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, MI

Steven E. Skiba, JD, MST, CPA
Managing Director
Grant Thornton LLP
Southfield, MI

3:30-3:45 pm
BREAK
Sponsored by
Prolific Property Consultants

Tuesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)

3:45-4:30 pm
Property Tax
Maintenance & Repair in Manufacturing Across Midwest States
Provide an overview of the differences
between new assets versus regular
maintenance and repairs, even if the
maintenance & repair costs are capitalized.
Discuss how assessors may want to restart
the economic life of the asset, and the
impact of such a position on short and long
term personal property tax assessments.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Determine when or if maintenance &
repair to an existing asset should be
reported as a new asset

•

Identify what proactive measures you
can take to minimize property tax

•

Recognize the risks with impairments
and the impact on fixed asset reporting

•

Determine how best record keeping
and consistent practices will help you
long term

Speakers:
Vickie Hurst
Director, US Indirect Tax
LafargeHolcim
Dundee, MI

Sales Tax
Utilities Consumed in Production:
The Need for Utility Studies
This session will explore the utility
exemptions available to manufacturers in
the Midwest.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify eligibility for utility exemptions in his/her state

•

Determine how utility consumption
is measured and which methodology
will yield the best result for their
process

•

Recognize business changes leading
to loss/reduction of current exemptions, once claimed

•

Be proactive in maintaining exemptions/studies---knowing when to update

Speaker:
Julie Cahoon
Director
Ryan, LLC
Austin, TX

Greg Odell
Principal
Ryan, LLC
Dallas, TX
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Tuesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)

4:30-5:15pm
Property Tax
Economic Obsolescence
In any valuation, economic obsolescence
is an often difficult form of depreciation
to analyze, quantify, and explain. Some
underlying causes may include economic
and environmental factors, legislative
changes, and changes in product demand
within the market. Join us as we review
what defines economic obsolescence,
explore the various underlying causes
and apply these concepts through an
interactive case study and analysis.
Speakers:
Jeanette Boles
Senior Tax Accountant
Ernst & Young LLP
Detroit, MI

John Maurice, MAAO
Senior Managing Consultant
Paradigm Tax Group
Farmington Hills, MI

5:30 - 6:30pm

RECEPTION
Sponsored by Ryan

4:30-5:15pm
Sales Tax
Audit Documentation Challenges in
the Midwestern States
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Evaluate internal documentation
challenges and issues

•

Develop procedures and processes to
minimize audit risk due to documentation issues

•

Proactively plan and gather documentation to support and defend audits

•

Determine alternative processes and
information when preferred source
documentation is unavailable

•

Recognize risks associated with nontraditional purchasing methods such
as P-Cards, E-Procurement/Catalog,
& EDI

•

Justify the importance of keeping and
maintaining data and documentation

Speakers:
Jim Payerle
Principal - Transaction Tax
Ryan, LLC
Cleveland, OH

Mark Tanner
Tax Manager
Kellogg Company
Battle Creek, MI
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Wednesday, June 21st
General Sessions
7:45 - 8:15 am

PRE-SESSION COFFEE

8:15 - 9:05 am

GENERAL SESSION

Ethics: What Keeps the Midwest
from Becoming the “Wild West”
A fun and fast-paced session to start the
day, exploring various ethical standards
and applying them to our roles as tax
professionals.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Contrast the structure of various
ethical codes applicable to tax
professionals (ABA, AICPA, IPT)

•

Recognize the importance and role of
the IPT Code of Ethics

•

Apply ethical canons to situations
that may be encountered by state and
local tax professionals

Speaker:
Randy A. Hilger, CMI, CPA, CMA
Principal
Transaction Tax
Ryan, LLC
St. Louis, MO

9:05 - 10:00 am
GENERAL SESSION

Abatements and Incentives:
Midwest State Opportunities
Local and State government incentive
programs are evolving, as political and
financial viewpoints put pressure on
standard tax abatements, jobs credits
and traditional zone-based programs.
Transparency and accountability are
demanded and milestones are set at higher
and higher thresholds. Taxpayers, failing
to meet commitments or miscalculating
the incentives, can face public scrutiny
and legal consequences or financial
clawbacks.
Both
businesses
and
governments are increasingly subjected
to disclosure requirements and changing
financial accounting standards related
to incentives. Working through the
patchwork of new programs or changes to
longstanding incentive opportunities can
be challenging, but may continue to have
value to manufacturing businesses in the
Midwest. This session reviews currently
available incentive and abatement
programs in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin and shares
some insights about effective processes to
help avoid the pitfalls.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Explain incentive and abatement programs that are available to manufacturers in Midwestern States; including recent legislative developments
enacting new or proposing new programs
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Wednesday
General Sessions (continued)
•

•

Evaluate the opportunities and/or
pitfalls of participating in several of
the larger programs
Developing effective practices to
identify, negotiate and comply with
incentive program requirements

Speakers:
Steven A. Carter, CPA
Managing Director
Grant Thornton LLP
Cleveland, OH

Kelli P. Murphy, Esq.
State & Local Tax Attorney
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, MI

10:00 - 10:15 am

BREAK
Sponsored by
Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill Co., LPA

10:15 - 11:00 am

GENERAL SESSION

Tax Innovation: Robotics Process
Automation
How to handle “Big Data” and “Dark Data”
through innovation and technology using
robotics and continual data monitoring.
After attending the session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify several options currently
available to analyze large sets of data

•

Examine how robotics can help
automate repetitive tasks in current
processes

•

Justify technology solutions to
effectively manage data for increased
efficiency of outdated procedures

Moderator:
David J. Hobley, CMI
Indirect Tax Manager, Americas
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, MI
Speakers:
Elizabeth Schraeder, CMI, MBA
National Indirect Tax Technology
Ernst & Young, LLP
Atlanta, GA

Stephen Vitale, CPA
Senior Manager, Indirect Taxes
Ernst & Young, LLP
Kansas City, MO
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Wednesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions

11:00 am - 12:00 noon
GENERAL SESSION

Pollution Control Exemptions in
Midwest States
Everything you wanted to know about
pollution control exemptions…and more!
This session will address pollution control
exemptions, requirements when claiming the exemptions and the question of
whether the available exemptions address
companies’ efforts to reduce, minimize and
eliminate pollution.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Distinguish between the different
types of pollution control

•

Summarize the necessary steps and/
or forms to complete to certify assets
as pollution control – it may be a sales
and use tax form

•

Identify tax savings from these
exemptions

Speakers:
Todd C. Hendricks, CMI, CPA
Director
RSM US LLP
Cedar Rapids, IA

Jay L. Younghans
Senior Manager-National Indirect Tax
Property Tax Services
Ernst & Young LLP
Cincinnati, OH

12:00 - 1:15 pm
LUNCH

1:15-2:00 pm
Property Tax
Best Approach to Value for
Midwestern Manufacturers
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify the strengths and weaknesses
to each approach to value

•

Apply the ASA Inutility Calculation
to account for economic obsolescence
on equipment

•

Determine methods to calculate
functional obsolescence on equipment

•

Estimate real estate values on
manufacturing plants based on the
most reliable valuation method

•

Describe the differences between
“value in exchange” and “value in use”

Speaker:
Bob Federico
Senior Manager, Property Tax Complex
Ryan, LLC
Atlanta, GA
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Wednesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
Sales Tax
Midwest Construction Contracts:
Manufacturing Exemption PassThrough vs. Turnkey Projects
When do construction contracts and
manufacturing meet? This session will
provide an overview of when and where
things can go wrong, and suggested best
practices and alternatives to turnkey
disasters that negate manufacturing
exemptions.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Determine key touch points for sales
tax exemption opportunities

•

Describe the benefits and detriments
to turnkey projects, and how to avoid
the pitfalls

•

Identify what should be done in
advance, including contract language

•

Recognize important risk areas that
can result in audit deficiencies

Speaker:
Vickie Hurst
Director, US Indirect Tax
LafargeHolcim
Dundee, MI
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2:00-2:45 pm
Property Tax
Calculating Remaining Economic
Life in the Heartland
This session will review the key variables
of actual age, effective age, physical life and
remaining economic life as it applies to
manufacturing properties frequently found
in the Midwest. Moreover, the session will
describe the empirical methods used to
establish these variables and how market
trends, new technologies and existing
or pending legislation can impact the
remaining economic life of a manufacturing
property. Lastly, a discussion on how the
remaining economic life selected for a
manufacturing property impacts all three
approaches to value.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Develop a key understanding of the
variables that are incorporated in
estimating the remaining economic
life of a manufacturing property

•

Determine what empirical information
is relevant and necessary to determine
the economic life of a manufacturing
property

•

Assess what market trends, new
technologies or new legislation will
have on the remaining economic life of
a manufacturing property

Wednesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
•

Develop an understanding of how
the remaining economic life should
be consistently applied in all 3
approaches to value

Speaker:
Robert Herman
Managing Director
Duff & Phelps
Chicago, IL S

Sales Tax
Expanding into Direct to Consumer
Sales
As the U.S. sales model changes, there
has been a trend for manufacturers to
expand into direct to consumer sales. This
expansion can lead to many additional
issues for the tax department, especially
as it relates to sales and use tax collection.
This session will explore the types of direct
to consumer sales activities and how these
activities effect sales and use tax: such as
nexus expansion, additional tax collection
software systems that may be needed,
sales tax rate maintenance, exemption
certificate collection, additional audit
considerations, and additional return
filing.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify some common manufacturer
to end consumer sales activities that
give rise to sales tax collection

•

Assess the impact on current nexus
footprint

•

Assess potential software systems
that may be needed

•

Assess the additional resources that
may be needed in the tax department
to comply

At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
Speakers:
Leslie S. Hahn, CMI, CPA
Principal
Ryan, LLC
Columbus, OH

Lee A. Sweet-Maier
Manager - Indirect Tax
DuCharme, McMillen & Associates, Inc.
Dearborn, MI

2:45-3:30 pm
Property Tax
Building Relationships with
Assessors & the Community
This session will discuss approaches to
developing a relationship with County
officials, employees and the Community
with special emphasis on how those
relationships can benefit your company in
managing its property tax exposure.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Identify key business stakeholders in
government and the community that
have influence over property taxes
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Wednesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
•

Effectively prepare for strategic
interactions utilizing best practices to
position yourself for success

•

Apply the relationship building
methods discussed to foster mutually
beneficial alliances

Speakers:
Cheryl Filippou, CPA
Senior Tax Manager
Nestlé USA
Solon, OH

Todd W. Sleggs, Esq.
Partner
Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill, Co., LPA
Cleveland, OH

Sales Tax
Audit Sampling Methods & Trends
This session will discuss common
sampling methods employed by state
taxing authorities and topics needing
attention prior to sample selection.

Speaker:
Jason McGlamery
Director - Sampling
Ryan, LLC
Dallas, TX

3:30-3:45 pm
BREAK

3:45-4:30 pm
Property Tax
Strategies in Working with
Midwestern Assessors
This session will discuss approaches to use
in dealing with assessors when purchasing
or planning a new facility, working on
an expansion of an existing facility, and
managing an assessment once a project or
property is complete.
At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Evaluate how and when to approach
assessment officials in connection with
the planned purchase, construction of,
or addition to an existing facility

•

Utilize the strategies discussed to develop a plan or program to achieve fair
assessments

•

Implement the plan or understanding
with an assessor regarding the
assessment of changes to the property

At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Evaluate the potential need for multiple data groupings

•

Use classical estimation to approximate audit liability

•

Differentiate between projecting at
the point estimate vs. the Lower Confidence Bound
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Wednesday
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
(continued)
Speakers:
Cheryl Filippou, CPA
Senior Tax Manager
Nestlé USA
Solon, OH

Todd W. Sleggs, Esq.
Partner
Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill, Co., LPA
Cleveland, OH

Sales Tax
Ultimate Remedies: Litigating a
Sales and Use Tax Case
In some situations, it becomes apparent
that there is little to no likelihood of
resolving all or some of the audit or refund
claim issues without an appeal. This
session will address how taxpayers should
prepare for and proceed through litigation.
It will guide participants in strategies
and best practices during the course of
a sales and use tax appeal concluding
with trial court and appellate litigation.
The presenter will discuss how to decide
whether to appeal administratively or
go directly to court, considerations in
deciding to settle or litigate, how to handle
an administrative appeal when court
litigation is inevitable, when and how to
engage outside counsel or consultants, and
strategies in preparing for and effectively
prevailing in litigation.

At the end of this session, the participant
will be able to:
•

Determine whether to appeal administratively or go directly to court in
a particular case and understand the
steps in the process

•

Determine how to prepare for and
achieve success in litigation

•

Identify when to hire outside counsel
or consultants and how to do so

•

Recognize how to avoid problems
associated with litigation, including,
for example, costly and burdensome
discovery, problems created by lack of
retention of documents, and the need
to protect confidential information

Speaker:
Doug Sigel, Esq.
Practice Group Leader
Sales and Income Tax
Ryan Law Firm, LLP
Austin, TX

Program Ends
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REGISTRATION FEE
(applicant or someone from
company must belong to IPT):
By May 26, 2017
$350

(applicant personally belongs to IPT)

After May 26, 2017
$400
By May 26, 2017
$595

(non-member whose
company has members in IPT)

After May 26, 2017
$645

(non-member whose
company has members in IPT)

Associate Member
$275 + Member Registration Fee
Registrants save $50 if payment is
received by May 26, 2017. For IPT
members, the early-bird registration
fee (by May 26) is $350. The late
registration fee, (after May 26) is $400.
Individuals who are not members
of IPT, but whose company or firm
has members in IPT, may attend the
Workshop for an additional $245
charge. In this case, the Workshop’s
early-bird registration fee (by May
26), for non-members would be $595
and $645 if registered after May 26.
Providing your company already has
a member in IPT, you may join as an
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Associate Member and pay $275
for membership in IPT plus $350 for
attending the Workshop for a total
fee of $625 by May 26, and $675 after
May 26.
Dues are non-refundable even if
registration to the event is cancelled.
See registration form.
The registration fee provides for the
usual seminar expenses and also
includes Tuesday and Wednesday
Pre-session coffee, lunch, breaks and
a networking reception.
All registrations must be completed
in advance of the Workshop through
the IPT Office. There are two ways
to register: directly online on our
website www.ipt.org or via pdf
registration form (also found on our
website) which can be completed
and mailed to Institute for Professionals
in Taxation®, 1200 Abernathy Road,
N.E., Suite L-2, Atlanta, GA 30328.
Enrollment is limited to IPT members or
employees of companies who have
members in IPT.
SUBSTITUTION / CANCELLATION FEE
There is a substitution charge of $40.00
on or before May 26, 2017; a $50.00
after that date (a substitute must be
someone from your company).
There is a $100 cancellation fee for
any filed registration, whether mailed
or faxed. After June 15th, no refunds

will be made. No cancellations will
be valid unless placed in writing to
IPT. For more information regarding
administrative
policies
such
as
complaint and refund, contact the IPT
office at (404) 240-2300.
WORKSHOP MATERIALS

Sheraton Ann Arbor:
Call Hotel Reservations at the Sheraton
Ann Arbor Hotel in Ann Arbor, MI at
(734) 996-0600, to check on rooms
available, and be sure to reference
the Institute for Professionals in
Taxation® or use this link to make hotel
reservations.

Approximately a week prior to the
program, materials will be available
online for access by program
attendees. Click the sign-in button
on the upper right-hand corner of
the home page and log in with your
Username (ID#) and password; it will
take you back to the home page.
Click on your name in the top righthand corner of the home page,
then click the “My Participation” tab
on your account page where you
will see meetings for which you are
currently registered. Find Midwest
Manufacturing Tax Workshop and go
to the “Click Here” link on the right
under Program Info to view and print
available materials.

https://www.starwoodmeeting.
c o m / S t a r G r o u p s W e b /
res?id=1705130010&key=1AD6B

•

HOTELS & ACCOMMODATIONS

The Courtyard Ann Arbor
3205 Boardwalk Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call (734) 995-5900

•

Holiday Inn and Suites
3155 Boardwalk Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call 734-213-1900

•

Residence Inn
800 Victor’s Way
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call 734-996-5666

The Workshop is being held at
Sheraton Ann Arbor Hotel, 3200
Boardwalk
Street,
Ann
Arbor,
Michigan, 48108. There are several
hotels in the vicinity, which may be
your brand preference or offer you
corporate rates. Reservations should
be made in a timely manner with the
hotel of your choice by contacting
the hotel directly:

Please check with hotel regarding
their guarantee and cancellation
policies.
A few possible options near the
Sheraton Ann Arbor Hotel are provided
for reference only. Please contact
hotels directly for any special rates
and services. The first four indicate
that they are within walking distance,
(request distance from Sheraton when
contacting).
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•

Hampton Inn Ann Arbor-South
925 Victors Way
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call (734) 665-5000

•

The Hilton Garden Inn Ann Arbor
1401 Briarwood Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call (734) 327-6400

•

The Kensington Hotel
3500 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Call (734) 761-7800
GROUND TRANSPORTATION &
PARKING

The Detroit Metropolitan Airport is
located approximately 25 miles from
the hotel. Cab fare is approximately
$60. Transportation to and from the
hotel is also available through Golden
Limousine and Mike Car Service.
For additional information, call 888563-8565. Self-parking at the hotel is
complimentary.

Hotel. Please contact hotels for any
special rates and services. Some
hotels may provide shuttle service to
area businesses. There may be other
hotels that are more preferable to
your travel plans.
CONSENT TO USE OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES
Photos will be taken at this event and
may be published in IPT publications,
multimedia presentations, website,
LinkedIn and Facebook pages, and
other IPT related social media sites.
Registration and attendance at, or
participation in IPT meetings or other
activities constitutes agreement by the
registrant/speaker/attendee to IPT’s
use and distribution of the registrant’s,
speaker’s, or attendee’s image or
voice in photographs, videotapes,
electronic reproductions, and tapes
of such events and activities. Tape
recording of sessions is not permitted.
CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT

ADDITIONAL HOTELS &
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Midwest Manufacturing Tax
Workshop is being held at Sheraton
Ann Arbor Hotel, 3200 Boardwalk
Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48108.
While no hotel arrangements have
been made for this Workshop, we
have provided below, a few possible
options near the Sheraton Ann Arbor
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Approximately 15.6 CPE credits (including 1.2 IPT ethics credit hours) are
available for full attendance Tuesday
and Wednesday. Each attendee will
be able to obtain a copy of his or her
scanned attendance (Certificate of
Attendance) through the IPT website
on the “My Participation” tab approximately two weeks after the end of
the program.

As required by regulatory agencies,
IPT must verify individual attendance
at sessions in order to grant Continuing
Education Credits. Each attendee’s
name badge has a unique barcode
that identifies that individual. In order
to obtain CE credit, each individual
must scan his or her bar-coded badge
during the first 15 minutes of each
session. No credit for the session will
be given to un-scanned attendees. A
lost name badge should be reported
immediately, or at the break, to the
registration desk in order to obtain a
replacement.
CMIs/CCIPs will receive hour-forhour continuing education credits
for actual session attendance based
upon scanning, including 1.2 hour of
Ethics for full program attendance.

ABOUT IPT
The Institute, founded in 1976, is a
501(c)(3) non-profit educational
association serving over 4200 members who represent approximately 1400 businesses throughout the
United States and Canada. It is the
only professional organization that
educates, certifies and establishes
strict codes of conduct for state,
local, income, property, sales and
use tax, VAT, and credits and incentives professionals who represent taxpayers (government officials or organizations do not qualify
for membership).

Recommended Field of Study:
Taxes & Regulatory Ethics
Prerequisites:
Previous Tax
Experience Recommended
Program Level:
Update
Instructional Method:
Group Live
Advance Preparation Required:
None
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EVENT SPONSORS
TO DATE
TUESDAY MORNING BREAK

TUESDAY AFTERNOON BREAK

TUESDAY NIGHT RECEPTION

WEDNESDAY MORNING BREAK
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GENERAL PROGRAM SPONSORS
TO DATE

Ernst & Young LLP

Marvin F. Poer and Company

Ryan

The generosity of our sponsors allow us to deliver industry-recognized,
top-level educational programming and IPT’s Board of Governors and members thank all of the sponsors for this program. If you are interested in learning
more about how to become a sponsor, visit the following link from our website:
Sponsorship Opportunities.
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Co-Chair
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Ryan, LLC
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Dearborn, MI
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James Payerle

Lee A. Sweet-Maier

Director
Ryan, LLC
Cleveland, OH

Manager, Indirect Tax
DuCharme, McMillen & Associates, Inc.
Dearborn, MI

Joanna Renders

Mark Tanner

Senior Tax Analyst
LafargeHolcim
Dundee, MI

Tax Manager
Kellogg Company
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